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We consider nonlinear boundary value problems of the type Lf + Nf = 0 
for the existence of solutions. It is assumed that L is a 2nth-order linear differen- 
tial operator in the real Hilbert space S = Lz[a, b] which admits a decomposition 
of the form L = TT* where T is an &h-order linear differential operator and N 
is a nonlinear operator defined on a subspace of S. The decomposition of L 
induces a natural decomposition of the generalized inverse of L. Using the 
method of “alternative problems,” we split the boundary value problem into an 
equivalent system of two equations. The theory of monotone operators and the 
theory of nonlinear Hammerstein equations are then utilized to consider the 
solvability of the equivalent system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will consider the question of existence of solutions of a non- 
linear boundary value problem of the type 
-Cf+Nf=O, (1) 
where L is a linear positive self-adjoint differential operator in the real Hilbert 
space S = L2[a, b] and N is a nonlinear operator defined on a subset Q(N) of S. 
If the operator L is invertible, then Eq. (I) may be replaced by the equivalent 
equation 
f +L-lNf =0 
which is a nonlinear equation of the Hammerstein type, and this can be studied 
by applying results from the theory of nonlinear Hammerstein equations. 
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However, when the null space N(L) of L . 1s nontrivial, one has to resort to 
other methods. 
Recently a number of authors [lo, 12, 14, 17, 18, 22, 261 have considered 
problems of the type (1) where the null space of L is nontrivial in connection 
with problems in ordinary and partial differential equations. The underlying 
feature in the above papers is the application of the method of “alternative 
problems” to such nonlinear equations. 
Essentially this method consists in splitting (1) into an equivalent system 
of two equations. One equation is over the null space (or a larger subspace) 
of L and is generally finite-dimensional. This equation is called the bifurcation 
equation or the determining equation, while the other equation of the system is 
called the auxiliary equation. 
This technique of splitting Eq. (1) into an equivalent system dates back to 
Lyapunov and Schmidt [32] and was put in a functional analytic setting by 
Cesari [6]. The scheme as developed there has since been applied to a wide 
variety of situations in ordinary and partial differential equations. For a detailed 
survey of these results one is referred to Cesari [7] and Hale [13]. The concept 
of “coincidence degree” as applied to this method has been developed by 
Mawhin [23] and applied to a large class of problems. Subsequent modifications 
of the scheme of Cesari [6] were made in Bancroft et al. [2], Locker [19, 201, 
and Sova [29] in order to adapt to more general situations. 
In much of the earlier work the nonlinearities considered were “small,” 
and the analysis of the two equations was done by local methods. N was assumed 
to have a local Lipschitz property and this with other smoothness hypotheses 
on N enabled one to apply the Banach fixed point theorem over a suitable 
domain and to obtain a unique solution of the auxiliary equation together with 
continuous dependence on the parameter. The bifurcation equation, which 
was finite-dimensional, was then handled by using the Brouwer fixed point 
theorem (or its variants) or the implicit function theorem. 
Cesari [5] applied the same scheme as in [6] to problems involving “large” 
nonlinearities. He considered the nonlinear differential equation X” + x3 = sin t 
for the existence of 2rr-periodic solutions. This application gave rise to the 
question of handling “large” nonlinearities in a general manner. 
In [8] Cesari and Kannan considered problems of the type (1) where the 
nonlinear operator N was monotone, i.e., (Nx - Ny, x - y) > 0 for all x, y E S. 
It was shown that the methods from the theory of monotone operators could be 
applied to the auxiliary and bifurcation equations, the auxiliary equation being 
of the Hammerstein type. Further development of these ideas was made in [ 151 
to handle problems of type (1) where the nonlinearity N was not monotone. In 
particular, it was shown how nonlinear perturbations at resonance can be studied. 
In these papers the domain of the large nonlinearity was the entire underlying 
Hilbert space. In [12] Gustafson and Sather showed by using the square root 
of the bounded positive self-adjoint operator K which is the generalized inverse 
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of L how one can reduce the domain of the nonlinearity to a subspace of S. 
Similar ideas for nonlinear Hammerstein equations were also used by Vainberg 
and Lavrent’ev [31]. 
In this paper we will present a general theory for the nonlinear boundary 
value problem (1) where the 2nth-order differential operator L is positive, self- 
adjoint, and admits a decomposition of the type TT* where T is an nth-order 
differential operator. We show that for such operators L the nonlinearity N in 
problem (1) need not be defined over all of S. Operators of the type TT* have 
been studied in connection with several problems in functional analysis by 
von Neumann [27], Murray [25], and Kato [16]. Such operators have been 
studied in connection with least squares solutions of boundary value problems 
by Locker [21]. Simple examples of such operators L are the following: 
(a) Lu = -u” with u(0) = u(2rr), u’(0) = ~‘(2~7). 
(b) Lu = -Au with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a smooth domain D 
in [w” where d is the Laplacian. 
(c) Lu = AU with u = au/&z = 0 on asZ. 
In contrast to Gustafson and Sather [12], we use the naturally induced 
decomposition J*J of the generalized inverse K of L. This decomposition has 
the advantage that the operators J and J* can be explicitly calculated. 
We begin with a differential operator T of order n with associated homogeneous 
boundary conditions, form its adjoint operator T*, and then work with the 
product operator L = TT*. In studying problems of the type 
Lf-A/\,f+Nf=O 
where A, is an eigenvalue of L, it is not possible to decompose the operator 
L - h,I as we do L since it need not be a positive operator. Hence, we incor- 
porate the term --h,f in the nonlinearity and consider the bifurcation equation 
over a finite-dimensional subspace containing the first m eigenfunctions of L. 
This leads to the question of studying the generalized inverse K of L over a 
smaller subspace than 9(L) n M(L)l, and this in turn leads to questions 
involving the relationship between the eigenvalues of L and L = T*T. The 
bifurcation equation is then handled by using results from the theory of mono- 
tone operators or the Leray-Schauder theory. 
In Section 2 of the paper we introduce the differential operators T, T*, and 
L = TT*, and set up the abstract equation (1). Then in Section 3 we study the 
relationship between the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of L and e = T*T. 
We define and study the operators K, J, and J* in Section 4, and with these 
preliminary concepts we obtain the equivalent system of auxiliary and bifurca- 
tion equations in Section 5. The auxiliary equation is modified to a Hammerstein 
equation over S in Section 6, and the theory of monotone operators is applied 
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to obtain the existence of a unique solution of the modified auxiliary equation 
in Section 7. Section 8 deals with existence of solutions of the modified auxiliary 
equation when N satisfies various hypotheses other than monotonicity. The 
continuity and boundedness of (I + KN)-l arising from the auxiliary equation 
are studied in Section 9. We obtain in Section 10 sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a solution to the bifurcation equation. The results of the earlier 
sections are then summarized in Section 11 where we present our existence 
theorems for the nonlinear boundary value problem (1). We study some examples 
from ordinary differential equations in Section 12 and conclude the paper with 
several remarks on some of the open questions that arise in Section 13. 
2. THE NONLINEAR OPERATOR EQUATION 
In this section we will introduce the nonlinear operator equation which will 
be studied for existence of solutions in the following sections. 
Let S be the real Hilbert space L2[a, b] and let us denote the norm and inner 
product in S by 11 I/ and ( , ), respectively. We will denote convergence in S 
byf, d-f, and the domain, range, and null space of an operator L will be denoted 
by g(L), W(L), and J(L), respectively. 
Let EP[u, b] be the subspace of S consisting of all functions f in C+l[a, b] 
with f(*-l) absolutely continuous on [a, b] and ftn) in S where fo) denotes 
the ith derivative off. The space H”[a, ZJ] is a Banach space under the norm 
n-1 
If In = c a$& IP( + IIf II? f E H”[a, b]. 
i=O 
The topology induced by this norm will be referred to as the Hn-topoZogy, 
and convergence in this topology will be denoted by fi --+n f. For details on 
this topology one is referred to [21]. 
Let 7 = Cy=, Ui(t)(d/dt)i be an nth-order formal differential operator with 
coefficients q(t) belonging to P[a, b] and an(t) # 0 on [a, b], and let 
n-1 W-1 
R(f) = C %J (j’(,) + C Pijf “‘(b), i = l,..., K, 
j=O j=O 
be a set of K linearly independent boundary values with the aij , /Iij being real 
constants and 0 < k < 2n. We now define a differential operator T in S by 
B(T) = {f~ H”[u, b] I Bi(f) = 0, i = l,..., k}, Tf = rf. 
Let T* = Cy=“=, b (t)(d/dt)i be the formal adjoint of 7, and let 
n-1 n-1 
&*(f) = c c$f (j)(u) + c p;f ‘j’(b), 
j=O GO 
i = l,..., 2n - k, 
505/28/I-5 
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be a set of 2n - k linearly independent adjoint boundary values. The adjoint 
operator T* is given by 
Q(T*) = (f~ Hn[u, b] 1 l&*(f) = 0, i = l,..., 2n - k}, T*f = r*f. 
Let L be the 2nth-order differential operator TT*, i.e., L is given by 
.9(L) = {f E IY~~[u, b] 1 l&*(f) = B,(T*f) = 0, i = l,..., 2n - K andj = l,..., k), 
Lf = &f. 
A detailed study of this operator was made in [21]. In particular we recall the 
following properties: 
(a) L is a positive self-adjoint operator. 
(b) X(L) = A’-(T*). 
(c) 99(L) = W(T). 
(d) 9(L) n A’-(L)l C .9( T*). 
(e) T* maps Q(L) n X(L)l one-to-one and onto .9(T) n M(T)I. 
Let N:g(N) -+ S be a single-valued operator with .9(N) = 9( T*) C W[a, b]. 
With these symbols we will consider in the following sections the question of 
existence of solutions of the nonlinear operator equation 
Lf+Nf =O. (1) 
In many applications N may be defined on a larger domain. For example, we 
could have .9(N) = EP[a, b] or 53(N) = C[a, a] or .9(N) = S. The important 
thing to bear in mind is that we must have .9(N) 3 @T*). Also, since 9(N) is 
a subset of ZP[u, 61, we can study nonlinear operators N involving the derivatives 
f’,f” )..., f(m). 
3. THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS OF TT* AND T*T 
Let p = dim A”(L) = dim J1T( T*). Since L is positive and self-adjoint, we 
can choose an orthonormal basis 
for S consisting of eigenfunctions of L with corresponding eigenvalues 
A,, = Ao2 = .‘. = hop = 0, A1 > 0, A, > o,... 
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We can assume hi < h,+r and hi --f + co. The null space of L can also be repre- 
sented as N(L) = (& ,..., &,). 
We now consider the 2nth-order differential operator e = T*T. Clearly f, is 
positive and self-adjoint, and 
h’-(L) = .A’-( T) and 9@) = W(T*). 
Let 4 = dim J’(e) = dim N(T). P roceeding as before let us choose an 
orthonormal basis &,r , &,a ,..., $m for N(e) = J’(T). It is well known that 
n - k = Q -p. In this section we want to relate the eigenvalues and eigen- 
functions of the differential operators L and L. 
For each real number h > 0 let 
@(4 = if E %L) I Lf = hf > 
and 
f&i) = (f Eq&) ILf = Af}. 
Let us assume that d(h) # {0}, i.e., h is an eigenvalue ofL. Let + be any arbitrary 
element of b(h) and let 4 = (l/h’/“) T*$. Since b(h) C B(L) n M(L)‘- and 
since T* maps 9(L) n .N(L)l into 9(T) n M( T)I, we have I/ E 9(T)n.M(T)* 
and # # 0 if 4 # 0. Moreover, 16 E Coo[u, b] because 4 E @‘[a, b], Bi(#) = 0 
for i = 1 ,..., k, and since + E &(A), 
B,*(T#) = (l/h’/“) B,*(TT*$) = XW4.*(4) = 0 
forj = l,..., 2n - k. Thus, $ E 9@) and 
@ = T*T (A TV) = & T*(TT*$) = & T*(h$) zzz A+, 
so 4 E 6(;\). We conclude that if b(h) # {0}, then the operator (l/h’/“) T* maps 
the eigenspace b(h) in a one-to-one manner into the eigenspace 8(h), and 
consequently, dim B(h) < dim 8(h). Similarly by interchanging the roles of L 
and & we can show that if J(h) # {O}, then the operator (l/N”) T maps the 
eigenspace 6?(X) in a one-to-one manner into the eigenspace b(h), so 
dim 8(h) < dim d(A). H e n ce, we have shown that the positive eigenvalues of 
L and f, are the same and they occur with the same multiplicities. 
Finally let #i = (1/1\:j2) T*& , i = 1,2,... . Clearly the & are nonzero 
functions in 9(e) and in B(T) n J”(T)l. Also 
el,& = A& ) i = 1, 2,..., 
66 
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Therefore, the sequence of functions 
forms an orthonormal basis for S and these functions are eigenfunctions for ,?, 
with corresponding eigenvalues 
A,, = Jo2 = ... = x0, = 0, Al > 0, A, > o,... . 
4. THE OPERATORS K, J, AND J* 
Let us recall that S is the Hilbert spaceL2[a, b] and &r , $s2 ,..., &, , $r , $2 ,... 
is an orthonormal basis for S made up of the eigenfunctions of L with the null 
space J++(L) = (A1 ,-., A,>. 
Let S,, be the finite-dimensional subspace given by S,, = <$,, ,..., $s, , $r ,..., 
4,) where m > 0 is an integer. Clearly S, 3 M(L) = N( T*). Let S, = S,l = 
<An+1 ,hn+2 >.a* ) and note that S, C9(L) = B?(T). 
Let P: S - S, be the L2-orthogonal projection of S onto S,, . Clearly 
I - P: S - S, is the La-orthogonal projection of S onto S, . For any f E S we 
have 
Pf = 5 (f% Ad 4oi + f (f, MA 
i=l i-1 
(2) 
and 
(3) 
Let S, = (&,r ,..., I,& , #r ,..., #,) 3 N(E) = M(T) and let S, = So” = 
<An+1 > *m+2 Y**' ) C B(.&) = &?( T*). Let Q: S -+ S,, be the L2-orthogonal projec- 
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tion of S onto S,, . Clearly I - Q: S---f s, is the L2-orthogonal projection of S 
onto S, , and for any f E S 
and 
Qf = i (f, VU hi + 2 (f, ~4) lcri (4) 
i=l 61 
Let 
(I - Q> f = & (f, ~4) lcli . (5) 
and 
J1 = [T 1 L@(T) n Jr/-( T)l]-l 
J2 = [T* / 9( T*) n dV( T*)*]-l. 
Now Jr: B( 7’) -+ B(T) n JV(T)~ C W(T*), W(T) and %‘(T*) are both closed 
subspaces in S under the L2-structure, and Jr is L2-continuous between these 
two subspaces. Therefore, the adjoint operator 
J1*: W( T*) --f q T) 
exists and is determined by the condition 
(11% 4 = (% 11*4 for all u E 99(T), 53 E %( T*). 
We assert that ]r* = J2 . Let u E 9?( 7’) and co E B( T*), and let f = Jru and 
g = J2v. Clearly f E 52(T) and Tf = U, and g E 9( T*) and T*g = v. Thus 
(u, ll*v) = (I+, 4 = (f> T*g) = (Tf,,) = (~9 Jz4, 
and hence, 
Let 
_T,* = J2 = [T* / 9(T*) n N(T*)L]-l. (6) 
H = [L / 9(L) n J”(L)I]-l. 
Then H is one-to-one from W(L) onto S?(L) n N(L)l, and H = J1*J1 . 
Figure 1 summarizes the relationships between these operators. These 
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mappings are one-to-one and onto, and they are continuous between the three 
spaces under the appropriate topologies: 
and 
B(L) n ./V&q+ HZ”-topology, 
q T) n Jv-( T)h Hn-topology, 
9??(T) = W(L): L2-topology. 
R(T) q R(L) 
FIGURE 1 
We observe that #r , $a , . . . form an orthonormal basis for W(L) and H+, = 
(l/X,)& ) i = 1,2 )... . Thus, H is a diagonal operator in the Hilbert space W(L) 
under the Dstructure and 
II HII = “UP I l/X, I = l/X, + (7) 
For any f E 9(L) we have Lf E B(L) = M(L)*, so 
Lf = f (Lf, 54) A = f h(f, A)& * 
i==l i=l 
Applying H we get for all f E g(L) that 
f - i (f, 4oi)hi = g1 (f, di) di Y 
i=l 
where the convergence is Han-convergence. Also for any f E C-%(L), 
f = Cim=l (f, 44 A , and hence, 
where the convergence is Hz”-convergence. Finally we remark that H = Jl* J1 
implies that 
II Jl II = II Jl* II = II Hlll” = & - (9) 
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We now define the operators K, J, and ]*. Let K: 5’ --t S and J: S --t S be 
the linear operators defined by 
and 
K = (I-P)H(I-I=) 
Since H& = (l/h,) & , i = 1, 2 ,..., it follows that H maps S, into S, , and 
hence, 
K = H(I - P). w-7 
Also, since 
& Wi = ; TT*& = &, i = 1, 2,..., * t 
it follows that 
Similarly 
J,Qi=&$is i = 1, 2,... . (11) 
Thus, J1 maps S, into $ and J1* = jz maps & into S, . Also 
J = JIV - p>, (13) 
and the corresponding Ladjoint operator J* is given by 
J* = (I - P) I;*(1 - Q) = Jl*(I - Q). (14) 
It is to be remarked here that if m = 0, i.e., S, = N(L) = M(T*), then 
,!$ = J(e) = JV( T) and the operators K, J, and J* are precisely the generalized 
inverses of the differential operators L, T, and T*, respectively [21]. 
Note that 
and hence, 
J*J = h*V - Q> XV - J’) 
= Jl*hv - P) 
= H(I - P), 
K = H(I - P) = J* J. (15) 
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It can be easily seen that 
with H?+convergence, 
with Hn-convergence, and 
for all f E S (16) 
forall fES (17) 
for all f E S (18) 
with Hn-convergence. 
It should also be noted that K is a diagonal operator on S with 0 as an eigen- 
value of multiplicity p + m and with nonzero eigenvalues 1 /A,+, > 1 /hm+a > . . . . 
Thus 
and as before we have 
II Jll = II J* II = !I K/Y = &z . 
(19) 
We conclude this section by establishing a similar diagram for the operators 
K, J, and J* as was obtained above for H, J1 , and J1*. We first assert that T* 
maps 9(L) n S, one-to-one onto g(T) n S, . The one-to-one property is 
immediate because 9(L) n S, is a subset of .9(L) n JV(L)~. Let w E 59(L) n S, . 
Clearly (w, &) = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., m, T*w E B(T), and 
T*w = $tl (T*w, Ai) hi + f (T*w> 4)#i 
i-l 
On the other hand let u E B(T) n Si . Then u E 9(T) n .N( T)* and going 
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back to Fig. 1, w = Jr*u belongs to 9(L) n J’(L)‘- with T*w = u. Also for 
i = I,..., m we have 
(WY $4 = (Jl*w h> 
= (u, Jdi) 
= (u, (l/(W2) $4 
= 0. 
Hence, w E 9(L) n S, with u = T*w, and the assertion is established. Similarly, 
we can prove that T maps B(T) n S, one-to-one onto S, , and consequently, 
we obtain the diagram shown in Fig. 2. As before all these mappings are one-to- 
one and onto the spaces shown, and they are continuous under the appropriate 
topologies. 
K=H 
FIGURE 2 
5. THE EQUIVALENT SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
We consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Lf+Nf =O (1) 
for the existence of solutions. Assume the nonlinear operator N: 9(N) = 
B( T*) + 5’ satisfies the following properties: 
(N,) There exists a real number p > 0 such that (Nf - Ng, f -g) > 
-P IIf - g II2 for allf, g E g(N). 
(N,) N is continuous from the EP-topology on B(N) to the L2-topology 
on S. 
Let the integer m of the previous section be such that p < hm+l . The following 
basic properties can be easily verified: 
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KLf =(I-P)f for all f E g(L). (21) 
LPf = PLf for all f E B(L). (22) 
LKf = (I - P) f for all f E S. (23) 
PKf=O for all f E S. (24) 
(Kf,f) ~~+lIIKfl/2 forall feS. (25) 
Suppose f E g(L) is a solution to the nonlinear problem (1). Applying K 
to (1) and using (21), we get 
or 
(I-P)f+KNf =0 
f+KNf=Pf. (26) 
Thus, any solution of (1) is a solution of (26). 
Conversely let f G 9(N) be a solution of (26). Clearly f E g(L). Applying L 
to (26) and using (23), we get 
so by (22) 
Lf + (I - P) Nf = LPf, 
Lf $ Nf = PLf f PNf. 
Hence, any solution of (26) is a solution of (1) if and only if 
P(Lf + Nf) = 0. (27) 
We have thus reduced the nonlinear problem (1) to the equivalent system of 
Eqs. (26) and (27). 
Let f * E SO be any arbitrary element. If the equation 
f+KNf=f* (28) 
has at least one solution f E 9(N), then for such a solution f we have Pf = f * 
by (24). Hence, any solution f E g(N) of (28) is a solution of (26). In this case 
Eq. (27) can be rewritten as 
PLf + PN(I + KN)-‘f * 3 0, 
and using (22) this becomes 
Lf* +PN(I+KN)-lf*sO. (29) 
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If (29) has a solution f* E S, , then any solution f E 5@(N) of (28) is a solution 
to (1). Equations (28) and (29) will b e referred to as the auxiliary and bifurcation 
equations for the rest of this paper. 
6. THE MODIFIED AUXILIARY EQUATION 
In this section we will rewrite the auxiliary equation (28) in a modified form 
that lends itself easily to applications. 
Let f E g(N) be a solution of the auxiliary equation (28): 
f +KNf =f*. 
Clearly f E O(L) and Pf = f *. Let w = f -f *. Then w E g(L) n S, and 
w + KN(w +f *) = 0. 
Let u = T*w. From Fig. 2 we see that u E 9(T) n S, and J*u = J1*u = w. 
Thus 
Jl*u + Jl*J# - P)N(J*u +f *) = 0. 
But Jl* is one-to-one, and hence, 
or 
u + Jl(I-P)N(J*u +f*) = 0 
uf JN(J*u+f*)=O. (30) 
Equation (30) is a nonlinear equation of the Hammerstein type, and we 
see that if f E 5@(N) is a solution of (28) then f = J*u + f * where u is a solution 
of (30). 
Conversely let u E S be a solution of (30), and set f = J*u + f * E 9(N). 
Applying J*, we see that f is a solution of (28). Moreover, since u E W( J) C 
9(T)n&,ifwesetw=f-f*= J* u, then T*w = u (see Fig. 2). Equa- 
tion (30) will henceforth be referred to as the modified auxiliary equation. 
7. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF THE AUXILIARY EQUATION, I 
In this section we will prove a theorem concerning the existence of a unique 
solution to the auxiliary equation (28) for each f * E S,, when N satisfies hypoth- 
eses (N,) and (NJ. 
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THEOREM 1. If N: 9(N) = Q(T*) -+ S satisfies conditions (N,) and (N,), 
then for each f * E SO there exists a unique f E B(L) r\ 9(N) with 
f+KNf=f*. 
Proof. (Uniqueness) Let f and g be two elements of 9(L) n B(N) such 
that 
f +KNf =g+KNg=f*. 
Then 
L+df -0 =L+dIKNf -KW12 
< (KNf - KNg, Nf - Ng) by (25) 
= -(f -g,Nf -Ng) 
G Pllf -g112 by (NJ. 
Since p < A,,, , we conclude that f = g. 
(Existence) Let f * be a given element of S, . Then f * E SO C 9(L) C 
9(T*) = 3’(N). Also% C%(jr*) C 9(T*) = 9(N). Thus ]*u + f * E 9(N) 
for all u E S. Let F: S ---f S be the operator defined by 
Fu = u + JN(J*u +f *), u E s. 
By virtue of the continuity properties of Jr and Jr* between the L2- and H”- 
topologies and the continuity property of N given by (NJ, we conclude that F 
is continuous on S under the L2-topology. 
Let u, w be any two elements of S. Now 
(Fu - Fv, u - v) = jl u - v /I2 + (JN[J*u + f *] - JN[J*v + f *], u - v) 
= 11 u - v II2 + (N[J*u + f *] - N[J*v +f *I, J*u - J*v) 
3 II u - v II2 - P II J*u - J*v II2 
> II u - v II2 - (PlL,l) II u - v II2 
= (1 - Pl~,+JII u - v I?. 
Thus F: S ---f S is strongly monotone. Also for any u # 0 in S we have 
(Fu, 4 _ (Fu - FO, u - 0) -- 
II 4 II u/l 
I ‘fO> i;’ 
U 
2 (1 - P/L+,> II u II - IIF(W 
Hence (Fu, u)/j/ u I[ -+ co as I/ u/I + 03, i.e., F is coercive. By a well-known 
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theorem of Browder and Minty [24] we conclude that there exists u E S with 
Fu = 0. By the remarks in the preceding section, f = J*u + f* is a solution 
off + KNf = f *. This proves the theorem. 
8. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF THE AUXILIARY EQUATION, II 
In this section we obtain some existence theorems for the auxiliary equa- 
tion (28) under various hypotheses on N other than (N,). The integer m of the 
earlier sections can be any integer >O. Since the auxiliary equation is of the 
Hammerstein type, we can apply recent results from the theory of nonlinear 
Hammerstein equations. 
The auxiliary equation is given by 
and as shown earlier it is adequate to consider the solvability of the modified 
auxiliary equation 
u + JN(J*u +f*) = 0. 
If u E S is a solution of the modified auxiliary equation, then f = J*u +f* 
is a solution of the auxiliary equation. 
The operator Jr* is continuous from 3?(T*) under the L2-topology into 
9( T*) n A’( Z’*)l under the F-topology, and hence, there exists yr > 0 such 
that 
I Jl*u IR d ~1 II u il for all u E 9?( T*). (31) 
This inequality implies that 
I J*u In < YlII4 for all u E S. (32) 
It should be noted here that the constant y1 is independent of the integer m 
which determines the dimension of S,,. We recall further that II J* I/ = 1/(Am+1)1/2. 
THEOREM 2. Let N: 9(N) = 9(T*) + S be such that 
(i) N is continuous from the H”-topology to the L2-topology. 
(ii) N maps bounded sets into bounded sets, i.e., there exists a function 
s: [w+ --+ 1w+ such that f E 9(N) with If In < R implies II Nf [I < s(R). 
(iii) The function s is such that there exists R > 0 with s(yIR + 1 f * I,) < 
(hn+d1’2 R.
Then the auxiliary equation f + KNf = f * has at least one solution. 
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Proof. We consider the modified auxiliary equation 
u + JN(J*u +f*) = 0. 
Let T,: S -+ S be defined by 
Tlu = -JN(J*u + f *), l.4 Es. 
LetB,={uESjIIujl<R}.ThenforuEB,wehave 
I J*u In G ~1 II u II G ~8, 
and hence, 
II YJ*u +f*>Il G ~YIR + If* In) 
and 
II T,u II = II JWJ*u +f*>II 
<R by hypothesis. 
Thus Tl maps B, into itself. Also by the continuity and boundedness of N 
and the complete continuity of J, it follows that Tl is completely continuous 
on S. Hence, by Schauder’s theorem there exists at least one element u E B, 
such that u = T,u, i.e., u is a solution of the modified auxiliary equation. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
In our next theorem we utilize the compactness of the operator J: S + S. 
We apply the following variant of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem: Let X be a 
Banach space, let T be a mapping of X into itself such that T = T,, + Tl 
where TO and Tl are compact and T,, is odd, and let there exist a continuous 
function s: lR+ + R+ such that if u + T,u + tT,u = w for some t E [0, l], then 
11 u j/ < ~(11 w II). Then (I + T) X = X, i.e., for each w E X there exists u E X 
such that u + Tu = w (see [4, p. 4411). 
We now have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let N: 9(N) = 9(T*) -+ S be such that 
(i) N = NO + Nl where N,, and Nl are continuous mappings from 
.9(N) = .9(N,) = 9(N,) under the Hn-topology into S under the L2-topology. 
(ii) N,, is Zinear. 
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(iii) There exists p with 0 < p < Xmfl such that for all u, v E 9(N,): 
(N,u - N,,v, u - v) 2 -p (1 u - ZI 1j2. 
(iv) There exists y > 0 such that (1 N,u 11 < y for all u E g(N,). 
Then the auxiliary equation f + KNf = f * has at least one solution. 
Proof. We apply the variant of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem quoted above 
to the modified auxiliary equation 
or 
u + Jiv(J*u +f *) = 0 
u + J%(J*u) + JN,(f *) + J&(J*u + f *) = 0. 
We set T,u = JN&J*u) and T,u = J[N,,(f *) + N,(J*u + f *)] for u E S. 
It suffices to verify that there exists a continuous function s: Rf + R+ such 
that if 
u + T,u + tT,u = w for some t E [O, I], 
then II u II < ~(11 w II). Now 
11 w - u II2 = (w - u, T,,u) + t(w - u, T,u) 
= (w - u, JN,,[J*ul) + t(w - u, T,u) 
= - (w - u, JNo[J*wl - J~cdJ*a 
+ (w - u, JNo[J*wl> + t(w - 21, TIU). 
But 
(w - u, JN,[J*wl - JNo[J*uI) = (J*w - J*u, N,[J*w - J*ul) 
2 -pllJ*w - J*412 
a -(P/L+1) II w -u /12* 
Also 
t(w - u, T,u) = t(w - u, JA$,[f*I) + t(w - u, JWJ*u +f *I> 
Sllw- u II II JN,[f *III + II w - u II II JWJ*u Sf *Ill. 
Thus 
I/w - 412 G (PlL+1)Il f.0 - u II2 
+ II w - u II [II JWJ*wlll + II J~o[f*lll + II JWJ*u +f*lIII. 
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But by hypothesis p < X,+r , and hence, 
II w - u II < (1 - PIL+l)-l [II J%[J*w]ll + II J%[f*]II + II mlu*u +f*]ll]. 
(33) 
Applying hypothesis (iv), we conclude from the above inequality that there 
exists a continuous function s: R+ -+ Rf such that II u 11 < ~(11 w II). Hence, by 
the variant of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem there exists at least one solution of 
the modified auxiliary equation, and the proof is complete. 
We now obtain another application of the idea of studying the modified 
auxiliary equation instead of the auxiliary equation. A real functional 4 defined 
on a subset U of S is called (weakly) 1 ower semicontinuous at a point u0 E U if 
for any sequence {un} in U which is (weakly) L2-convergent to ua , +(u,,) < 
&IJI +(un). We now have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let N: B(N) = B( T*) + S be such thut N = grad F where 
F is a real functional dejked on 9(N) = B(T*) which is lower semicontinuous 
and satis$es the inequality 
-2F(f) < a(f,f) + Wf,f)v + c 
for all f E LB(N), where a < Xm+1 if a > 0, b and c are positive numbers, and 
0 < y < 1. Then the equation f + KNf = 0 has at least one solution. 
Proof. The modified auxiliary equation is 
u + JN(J*u) = 0. 
Let us consider the real functional 
Tw = (u, 4 + wJ*u), u E s. 
For any sequence u, - u0 in S we have J*u, --+ J*u, because J* is compact 
on S. This implies that F(J*u,) < lim F( J*u~), and hence, $ is weakly lower 
semicontinuous. Finally, 
C(u) > (u, u) - a( J*u, J*u> - b(J*u, J*u>y - c 
> (u, u) - ah&(u, u) - b&Z& u>y - c- 
This implies that C(u) - co as j/ u I/ ---f co, and hence, $(u) >+(O) on a sphere 
11 u 11 = R of sufficiently large radius. By Theorem 9.4 in Vainberg [30] there 
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exists us E S with I] u,, ]I < R such that gad $(u,,) = 0. But grad$(u,) = 
2~s + 2 gradF(J*u,). Also 
(grad W*(u,)l, A) = vz F(J*% + tJ*h) - F(J*%> t 
Thus, 
= (grad W*u,,l, J*h) 
= (J grad KT*d, 4 
= uw*%l~ 4 
grad $(uJ = 224, + 2JN[/*u,,] = 0. 
This proves the theorem. 
9. CONTINUITY AND BOUNDEDNESS OF (I + KN)-l 
The bifurcation equation (29) is given by 
Lf” fPN(I$-KN)-lf”30. 
In order to study this equation for the existence of solutions, we need to know 
about the operator (I+ KN)-l. In this section we will obtain some results in 
this direction. 
THEOREM 5. Let N: 9(N) = 9(T*) + S b e an operator satisfying condi- 
tions (NJ and (NJ, and let f * be any element of S, . If f E Q(L) n B(N) is the 
unique solution of the equation f + KNf = f *, then 
If In G (YI/(&+I)~‘~)(~ - .Gm+,Y II Nf * II + If* In . (34) 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness of f follows by Theorem 1. We 
consider the modified auxiliary equation 
u + JN(J*u + f *) = 0. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 let F: S -+ S be the operator defined by 
Fu = u + JN(J*u + f *), and let u E S satisfy Fu = 0. Then 
II u II2 = (u, -JW*u +f *I) 
= -(J*u - J*O, N[J*u + f *I - WI*0 + f *I) - (u, JNf *) 
G Wm+J II u II2 + II u II II JNf * II by WA, 
505/28/r-6 
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and hence, 
II u II G (1 - ~lhn+,)-~ II JNf * II 
G (1 - dL+lY (Wm+J1’2) IINf * Il. 
As proved earlier f = J*u + f * is the solution of the auxiliary equation. Thus, 
Ifln < I J*u In + If * In 
< Yl II 24 II+ If * In 
< (~dhn+P>U - dL+l)Y II Nf * II + I f * Ivz .
THEOREM 6. Let N: .9(N) = 9(T*) -+ S be such that 
(i) N = N, + NI where No and Nl are continuous mappings from 
.9(N) = 9(N,) = 9(Nl) under the Hn-topology into S under the L2-topology. 
(ii) N,, is linear. 
(iii) There exists p with 0 < p < h,,+l such that for all II, v E g(N,): 
(Nou - Nov, u - U) > -p // u - v 112. 
(iv) There exists y > 0 such that Ij N,u I/ < y for all u E B(N,). 
Ij-f*ESOundfE(I+KN)-lf*, then 
If In G (~&n+,Y’~>(l - ~PrnrJ-~ [II N,f * II + rl + If * In . (35) 
Proof. Clearly f = J*u + f * where u is a solution of 
u + JN(J*u +f*) = 0. 
From (33) of Theorem 3 we have 
II u II < (1 - PP,+,Y [II J%f * II + II JN,(J*u +f *Nl 
< (1 - ~lhn+,)-~ (l/G~+J”“)[ll Nof * II + ~1. 
But 
and hence, 
If In < I J*u In + If * In 
<YJl”ll + If*ln, 
If Is < (~J(kn+,)~‘“)(l - PP~+IY [II Nof* II + ~1 + If * In . 
This proves the theorem. 
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THEOREM 7. Let N: 9(N) = 9(T*) -+ S be an operator satisfring condi- 
tions (N,) and (NJ, and let N satisfy the additional condition: 
(NJ There exists a function s: [w+ -+ Iw+ such that f E 9(N) = 9(T*) with 
j f In < R imp&es 11 Aif < s(R). 
Then the operator (I + KN)-l: S, -+ 22(L) C 9(N) is continuous from S, 
under the L2-topology into B(N) = .9( T*) under the H”-topology. 
Proof. Since the L2-topology and H”-topology are equivalent on S,, , we 
can choose y2 > 0 such that 
If* In ~YzlIf*// forall f*cSO. 
Let R > 0, and let fi*, fi* be two elements of S, such that j/ fi* 11 < R and 
Ij fi* jj < R. Then by the above relation 
lfi* In G ~8, i = 1,2. 
Let fi = (I + KN)-’ fi*, i = 1, 2. The n as seen before there exists ui , i = I,2 
such that fi = J*~i + fi* and ui is the solution of 
Thus, 
ui + JN(J*ui +fi*) = 0, i= 1,2. 
/I Ul - 242 II2 = (Ul - u2, -JN[J*ul +fi*l + JNJ*u2 +fi*l) 
= - (J*u, - J*uz > NJ*u, + fi*l - NJ*u, + f,*l) 
= - (J*ul - J*u2 , Nfl - Nfz) 
= - (fi -fi -fi* +f,*, Nfl - Nfz) 
= - (fi -fi 3 W - Nfz) + (fi* -fi*> Nfl - Nfz) 
G P llfi -fi II2 + II Nfl - Nfi II llfi* -fi* II 
G P llfi -fi II2 + (II Nfl II + II Nfz II> lIfi* -fi* II 
= P ll(J*ul - J*4 -I (fi* -fi*)ll" 
+ (II Nfl II + II Nfz Ii) Ilfi* -fi* II 
G Wm+1) IIUl - UP II2 + P iul* -f2* iI2 
+ (II Nfl II + II Nfz II) Ilfi* -fi* !I> 
and hence, 
II ~1 - uz II2 < (1 - ~lk,s+d-~ b Ilfi* -fi* ‘1’ + (II KIfl II + II Nfz II) Ilfi* -fi* III. 
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By the boundedness of (I + KN)-l as proved in Theorem 5, we get 
Ifi In G M&a+1)““)(1 - PIL+lF1 II vi* II + Ifi* In 
G h/bn+l)1'2)(l - PlL+l)-14Y2~) + y,R by WA 
Es Rl for i=l,2. 
Again by (Na) we have I/ Nfd I/ < s(R,), i = 1,2, and hence, 
II ~1 - ~2 II2 < ~(1 - P/L+,)-~ Ilfi* -fi* II2 + 2@& - P/L+IP Ilfi* -fi* IL 
Finally 
If1 -f2 In = NJ*% +fl*) - u*u2 +fi*)ln 
G I I*% - J"f42 In + Ifi* -f2* In 
G Yl II % - u2 II + Y2 Ilfi* -f2* II. 
Using the estimate for jl u1 - u2 I/ obtained above yields 
If1 -f2 In G Y,[PU - flbn+J1 Ilfi* -f2” II2 
+ WR,)(l - P/L+,)-~ II fi” - f2* W2 
+ Yz IfI* -f2* IL (36) 
This proves the continuity of (I + KN)-l: S, + J?@(L) C 9(N) under the 
appropriate topologies. 
10. SOLVABILITY OF THE BIFURCATION EQUATION 
In this section we will study the bifurcation equation for the existence of 
solutions, and in particular, problems at resonance will be studied. We present 
various sufficient conditions on N which guarantee the existence of a solution 
to the bifurcation equation, thereby guaranteeing the existence of solutions to 
the nonlinear operator equation 
Lf+Nf =O. 
THEOREM 8. Let N: &B(N) = B(T*) --f S be an operator which satis$es 
conditions (N,), (N,), and (N3). Then the nonlinear operator M: SO -+ S,, defined 
bY 
Mf * = PN(I + KN)-lf * 
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is continuous on S, under the L2-topology. Moreover, 
(Mf* -Mg*,.f*-g*) 3 -~Ilf*-g*ll~ 
forallf*,g*E&. 
Proof. The continuity of (I + KN)-l established in Theorem 7 and the 
continuity of N given by (N,) together guarantee the continuity of M over S, 
under the L2-topology. 
Now let f *, g* be any two elements of S,, , and let f = (I + KN)-l f *, 
g = (I + KN)-l g*. Then 
(Mf*-Mg*,f*-g*)=(PNf -PNg,f*-g*) 
=(Nf-Ng,f*-g*) 
=(Nf-Ng,f+KNf-g-KNg) 
= (Nf - Ng, f - g) + (Nf - Ng, KW - KNg) 
2 -P IV -g II2 + kn+l II KNf - KNg II2 
= -p llf - g II2 + L+l IKf -d - (f * - g*)l12 
2 -p llf -g II2 + P Kf - d - (f * - g*)r 
= -P Ilf - g II2 + P Ilf - g II2 - P llf * -g* II2 
= -P Ilf * -i!* /12* 
This proves the theorem. 
This theorem leads immediately to the following result. 
THEOREM 9. Let N: g(N) = .%+(T*) --f S be an operator which is monotone, 
i.e., N satisfies (N,) with p = 0, let m = 0, let N satisfy (N,) and (N3), and let 
N satisfy the condition: 
(N4) There exists R > 0 such that (Nf, f) 3 0 for all fog with 
llf II 3 R. 
Then there exists a solution to the bifurcation equation. 
Proof. Since m = 0 and S, = J(L), the bifurcation equation reduces to 
Mf* =O. 
By the preceding theorem M is monotone and continuous on S,, under the 
L2-topology. Let f * E S, and let f = (I + KN)-l f *. Now 
(Mf *,f *) = (PNf,, *) 
= (Nfvf *) 
= (Nfyf) + (Nf, KNf) 
3 (Nf,f). 
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Thus, if /If* /I > R, then /l.fll > R, and hence, by (N4) we get (Mf*,f*) > 0. 
A theorem of Minty [24] guarantees the existence of at least one solution to 
the bifurcation equation. 
COROLLARY 1. Let N: .9(N) = 9(T*) -+ S satisfy the hypotheses of Theo- 
rem 9, and let N be strictly monotone, i.e., (Nf - Ng, f - g) = 0 implies f = g. 
Then the bifurcation equation has a unique solution. 
Proof. The existence of a solution is guaranteed by the preceding theorem. 
We now prove that the solution is unique. Suppose Mf * = 0 and Mg* = 0, 
and let f and g be the corresponding solutions of the auxiliary equation. Then 
proceeding as in the proof of the preceding theorem 
0 =(Mf* -Mg*,f* -g*) 
= (Nf - Ng, f -g) + (Nf - Ng, KNf - KNg). 
Since both N and K are monotone, this implies that (Nf - Ng, f -g) = 0, 
so f = g. Hence Pf = Pg, i.e., f * = g*. 
Remark 1. Condition (NQ) is guaranteed if we assume N to be coercive, i.e., 
(Nf,f)/llf I/ --f m as Ilf II -* m in WV. 
Remark 2. If p = dim J(L) = 0, then L is invertible. Thus, if (NJ and 
(NJ are satisfied with 0 < p < X, , then setting m = 0, hwl+l = A, , and S, = {0}, 
we see that there is no bifurcation equation to consider and we must take f * = 0 
in the auxiliary equation. Consequently, the equation Lf + Nf = 0 is uniquely 
solvable by Theorem 1. 
We now present some sufficient conditions for the solvability of the bifurcation 
equation when N is not monotone. 
LEMMA 1. Let So be a Hilbert space, and let To: S, --+ S,, be a completely 
continuous operator. If there exists R > 0 such that 
(T,f *,f *) 3 - llf * II2 
for uhf* E So with I/f * /I = R, then the equation (I + T,) f * = 0 has a solution 
in the cZosed ball 11 f * jj < R. 
Proof. LetG={f*~SU~iIf*~~<R}andletZG={f*~S,/l~f*~/=R}. 
If (I + To) f * = 0 has a solution on aG, then there is nothing to prove. Assume 
(1 + T,)f* # 0 on c’G. Let t E [0, I). We assert that (I + tT,,)f* + 0 for all 
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f * E aG. The case t = 0 is obvious. Let 0 < t < 1 and suppose f * + t T,f * = 0 
for some f * E 8G. Then 
0 = (T,f *,f * + tTof *) 
3 - llf * /I2 + t II T,f * /I2 
= - IIf* II2 + w> IIf* II2 
= ((1/t> - 1) IIf* 112, 
which implies f * = 0, a contradiction. 
Thus, f * + tT,,f * = 0 has no solution on aG for all t E [0, I]. By the 
invariance of degree under homotopy [ 11, p. 411 we get that 
deg[I + T,, ; G, 0] = deg[l; G, 0] = 1, 
so (I + To) f * = 0 has a solution in G. 
THEOREM 10. Let N: 9(N) = 9(T*) --f S be an operator satisfying condi- 
tions (N,), (N,), and (N3). If there exists R > 0 such that 
(Mf*,f*) 30 (37) 
for all f * E S, with I/f * jl = R, then the bifurcation equation has at least one 
solution. 
Proof. Let To: So -+ S,, be defined by 
Tof* =Lf” +Mf* -f*, f*cSo. 
The bifurcation equation is equivalent to the equation 
f *f T,,f* =O. 
Also, for f * E S,, with !I f * II = R we have 
(T,f*,f*)=(Lf*,f*)+(Mf*,f*)-(f*,f*) 
2 - IIf* /I29 
since L is positive and M satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Applying the 
preceding lemma we conclude that there exists at least one solution of the 
bifurcation equation. 
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Remark 3. Let f * E S, , and let f = (I + KN)-1 f *. Then 
(Mf *,f *) = (PNf,f *) 
= (Nf>f *) 
= (Nf,,) + (Nf,KNf) 
> (Nf> f) + &+I II KNf II2 
= (Nf,,) + A,+, ll(I - P)f l12. 
Thus, condition (37) is equivalent to the condition 
(Nf,f*) > 0 (38) 
for all f * E S,, with Ij f * 11 = R and f = (I + KN)-l f *. Clearly a sufficient 
condition for (38) to hold is that 
VYf,f 1 B --hm+l W - J’)f II29 (39) 
or more strongly, (Nf, f) >, 0 for all f E 9(N) with 11 f 11 > R. 
We now obtain a sufficient condition on M so that the bifurcation equation 
has a unique solution. 
THEOREM 11. Let N: B(N) = 2(T*) -+ S be an operator which satisjies 
conditions (N,), (N,), and (N3). If there exists pO with A, < p. < p < h,+1 such 
that 
(Mf* -Mg*,f* -g*) G -AIf* -Al2 (40) 
for all f *, g* E So , then the bifurcation equation has a unique solution. 
Proof. Let T,: So -+ So be the operator defined by 
T,f” = -Lf* - Mf*, f*ES,. 
Then for f *, g* E So we have 
(Tlf * - T,g*,f * -g*) 
= -(Lf*-Lg*,f*-g*)-(Mf*-Mg*,f*-g*) 
3 --h,llf* -g*l12 +PoIlf* -g*l12 
= (po - A,) Ilf * -g* 112* 
Therefore, T1 is strongly monotone on So . Since T1 is continuous on S, by 
Theorem 8, it follows that the equation T1f * = 0 is uniquely solvable in So . 
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Remark 4. As in Remark 3 condition (40) can be rewritten as 
(Nf-N&f” -g*j e -PoIlf* -g*l12 (41) 
11. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
We will summarize the results of the earlier sections in the form of existence 
theorems for the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Lf+Nf =O. 
From Theorems 1, 7, 9, and Corollary 1 weihave: 
THEOREM 12. Let N: .9(N) = B(T*) -+ S be an operator satisfying the 
following conditions : 
(i) (Nf - Ng,f - g) >, Ofor allf, g E 9(N). 
(ii) N is continuous from the Hn-topology on 9(N) to the L2-topology on S. 
(iii) There exists a function s: aB+ -+ [Wf such that f E B(N) = 9( T*) with 
If In d R implies II Nf II <s(R). 
(iv) There exists R > 0 such that (Nf, f) > 0 for all f Ed with 
Ilf II Z R. 
Then there exists at least one solution to the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Lf + Nf = 0. Moreover, if (Nf - Ng, f - g) = 0 implies f = g, then the non- 
linear boundary value problem is uniquely solvable. 
From Theorems 1, 7, and 10 we have: 
THEOREM 13. Let N: 9(N) = 9(T*) + S be an operator satisfying the 
following conditions : 
(i) There exists a real number p > 0 and an integer m > 0 with p < A,,, 
such that 
(Nf -Ng,f -g> 2 -PIIf -Al2 
for allf, g E 9(N). 
(ii) N is continuous from the Ha-topology on 9(N) to the L2-topology on S. 
(iii) There exists a function s: Iw+ + [w+ such that f E 9(N) = B( T*) with 
If In < R implies IINfll < s(R). 
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(iv) ThereexistsR>Osuchthatforallf*~S,,with~\f*//=R: 
P?f,f *> 3 0, 
where f = (I + KN)-1 f * (or more generally Pf = f *). 
Then the nonlinear boundary value problem Lf + Nf = 0 has at least one 
solution. 
From Theorems 1, 7, 11, and Remark 4 we have: 
THEOREM 14. Let N: 9(N) = B(T*) -+ S be an operator which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) There exists a real number p and an integer m 3 0 with A, < p < Amfl 
such that 
(Nf -Ng,f -g) 2 -pJlf -gl/’ 
for all f, g 6 9(N). 
(ii) N is continuous from the H”-topology on 9(N) to the L2-topology on S. 
(iii) There exists a function s: R+ -F IW+ such that f E 9(N) = B(T*) with 
1 f In < R implies /I Nf I/ < s(R). 
(iv) There exists a real number p. with A,, < p0 < p such that for all 
f*,g*ES,: 
(Nf - Ng,f * -g*) < -pa Ilf * -g* II29 
where f and g are the unique solutions of the auxiliary equation corresponding to f * 
and g*, respectively (or more generally, Pf = f * and Pg = g*). 
Then the nonlinear boundary value problem Lf + Nf = 0 has a unique solution. 
We now study the case of nonlinear perturbations at resonance. 
THEOREM 15. Consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Lf - xf + Nlf = 0, 
where N,: g(N,) = d(T*) --f S is an operator such that 
(9 (N1f - N1g,f - g) 2 0 for allf, g E Q(N,). 
(ii) NI is continuous from the Hn-topology on 9(N) to the L2-topology on S. 
(iii) There exists u function s: R+ -+ Iw+ such that f E 9(N,) = 52( T*) with 
1 f i12 < R implies // N1f /I < s(R). 
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If A 3 0 and if there exists R > 0 such that (N1f, f) > X ~/ f ll”fo~ all f E 9(N,) 
with I/f 11 > R, then the above boundary value problem is solvable. If X < 0, then 
the boundary value problem is uniquely solvable. 
Proof. Let N: 9(N) = 9(N,) --t S be th e nonlinear operator defined by 
Nf = -hf + Nlf, .f 6 WW 
Note that for f, g E g(N) we have 
(Nf - Ng,f -g) = --x llf -g 11’ + Wlf - N,g,f -g) 
> -A llf -g 112. 
In case X < 0 we observe that N is strongly monotone, and hence, N is 
coercive, By Theorem 12 the nonlinear boundary value problem is uniquely 
solvable when h < 0. Suppose h 3 0 and choose m such that h < h,+r . Then 
for ,f* E S, with /If * /I = R, setting f = (I + KN)-l f * we have 11 f * jj < /If // 
and 
W,f “) = (Nftf) + Wf, Wf) 
2 (Nf>f 1 
= --h llf iI2 + Wlf,f) 
3 0. 
Using Theorem 13 with p = X we conclude that the nonlinear boundary value 
problem is solvable. This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 16. Consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Lf - h,f + lz’,f = 0, 
where N,: @N,) = g(T*) + S is an operator such that 
(i) There exists a real number p > 0 with p < X,n+l - A, such that 
(Nlf - N,g, f - g) 3 -P II f - g II’ 
for all f, g E g(N,). 
(ii) N1 is continuous from the Hn- topology on @N,) to the L2-topology on S. 
(iii) There exists a function s: [w+ --f [Wf such that f E B(N,) with 1 f In < R 
implies N1f 11 < s(R). 
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(iv) There exists R > 0 such that for all f * E S,, with j/f * jl = R: 
Wlf,f *> < 0, 
where f = [I + K( -&I + N&l f * (or more generally Pf = f *). 
Then the above nonlinear boundary value problem has at least one solution. 
Proof. Let N: 9(N) = @V,) -+ S be the operator defined by 
Nf = -bnf + Nlf, f E B(N). 
We see that the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 7 are satisfied with p = A, + p. 
Hence, the auxiliary equation has a unique solution for each f * E S,, , and the 
operator (I + KN)-l: S,, ---f 59(L) C B(N) . is continuous and bounded under 
the appropriate topologies. 
The bifurcation equation can be written as 
f* + [-Lf* - PN(I+ KN)-lf” -f*] = 0. 
To complete the proof we apply Lemma 1 with T,,: S, -+ S,, defined by 
T,f* = -Lf* -PN(I+ KN)-lf” -f*. 
Note that for f * E S, with 11 f * 11 = R and for f = (I + KN)-1 f *, we have 
(T,,f *, f *) = -(Lf *,f*) - (Nf,f *) - Ilf * II* 
3 --h, Ilf* II2 + L Ilf* II2 - P,f,f*) - Ilf* II2 
2 - Ilf * II2 by (iv). 
Remark 5. In case A, = 0 the above theorem remains valid with the 
inequality in condition (iv) reversed. Indeed, we apply the same argument with 
T,f* =Lf* + PN(I+ KN)-If* -f*. 
In this special case Theorem 16 reduces to Theorem 13. 
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the relationship between 
condition (iv) in Theorem 16 and a similar condition used by NeEas [26], who 
considers the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Lf+N,f =h Pin = 0)s 
where h is a fixed function in S and 
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(a) Ns maps S into S and is completely continuous, 
(b) /IN,fIjSy<coforallf~S. 
NeEas proves the following: Let the limit limt+,(N2[w + tw*], w*) = Z(w*) 
exist and be finite, where the limit is uniform with respect to w in bounded 
sets of S and with respect to all w* E A’(L) with Ij w* 11 = 1. If w* E X(L) with 
11 w* 11 = 1 implies 
(h, w*> < z(w*) [or (4 w*> > I(w (*I 
then the nonlinear boundary value problem Lf + N,f = h has at least one 
solution. 
Comparing this with Theorem 16, if we set vz = 0, A, = 0, and S,, = X(L), 
and if we assume hypothesis (i) for N, , then we conclude by Theorem 16 (or 
Remark 5) that if there exists R > 0 such that for all f * E S, with (1 f * 11 = R: 
(N,f,f *) G (h,f *) [or >I, 
where f + KNzf - Kh = f *, then the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Lf + N,f = h has at least one solution. 
We now point out how (*) implies hypothesis (iv) for the operator Nf = 
N1 f = N, f - h. If (*) is true, then there exists E > 0 such that 
(h, w*) < z(w*) - E forall w*ES, with llw*l\=l. 
Also, by the definition of Z(w*), for each Y > 0 there exists a real number R > 0 
such that 
I(N& + tw*], w”) - Z(w*)l < E 
for all w* E S, =X(L) with 11 w* // = I, for all w E S with /I w/j < Y, and for 
all t > R. 
Let f * be an arbitrary element of S, . If f is the unique solution of 
f + KNf = f *, then 
f=f*-KNf=f*-KKN,f+Kh=f*fw 
where 
II w II < (l/Ml N,f II + II h Ill < WU~ + II h II). 
We now set Y = (l/h& + II h II). By the above there exists R such that for 
w* =f*/jlf*ii: 
(N,[w + Rw*], w*) > Z(w*) - E > (h, w*), 
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and hence, 
w2f,f*) > vhf*) 
for allf* ES,, with Ilf* // = R andf = (I + KN)-lf*. 
Thus, the hypothesis of Neras implies hypothesis (iv) of Theorem 16. Similar 
remarks could be made about the results of Lazer and Leach [lg] and FuEik [IO]. 
However, it must be pointed out that in these papers hypothesis (i) of 
Theorem 16 is not assumed, and hence, it would be useful to extend Theorem 16 
to such situations. 
12. EXAMPLES 
We conclude this paper by illustrating the different ideas with examples. 
As a first example of a linear differential operatorL which admits a decomposition 
of the form TT*, consider the operator L in S = L2[0, 27r] defined by 
-Qw) = {.fE H2P, 2771 If(O) =f(W,.f'(O) =.f'cw, Lf = -f “. 
Clearly L is positive and self-adjoint, and it can be easily seen that L = TT* 
where T and its adjoint T* are the differential operators given by 
and 
s(T) = {f~ WO, 274 If (0) = f(2+, Tf =f’, 
-W*) = {f E WO, 2771 If (0) = f (2+, T*f = -f ‘. 
Note that N(L) = JV( T) = JV( T*) = (I) and B(L) = S(T) = a( T*) = (1)“. 
Also, the operators H, Jr , and Jr* have integral representations given by 
JXf (t) = I” K(t, S)f (s) ds, 0 < t < 27r, 
for all f E S!?(L) where 
i 
1 1 
,s2+2s-&t-;t+~t2+iT, 
6 
O<s,(t<2Tr, 
w, 4 = 1 
-&-t2+;t-&fS+&S2+$, 
(43) 
o<t<s<2a, 
hf (t) = I” &(t, s)f (s) ds, 0 < t < 277, (44 
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for all f E B( 2’) where 
O<s<t<2?7, 
(45) 
and 
h*f (t) = hf (t) = -Jo2* K,(t, s) f (s) ds, 0 < t < 277, (46) 
for all f E 99( T*). 
The eigenvalues of L are A,, = 0 and 
h2i-l = h2i = P, i = 1, 2,..., 
with corresponding eigenfunctions &(t) = 1/(2~)l/~ and 
+26-l(t) = --& sin it, +2i(t) = -& ~0s it, i = 1, 2,... . 
Thus, ~1 HII = 11 Jr Ij = 11 Jr* /I = 1. Finally, for all f Eg(T*) we have 
I h*f (41 G [l” G(t, s)” ds]1’2 Ilf II = (7W’2 !if II, 
and hence, 
i h*fh < ~1 llfll = ((77/W2 + 1) llfll for all f E W(T*). (47) 
With these preliminaries out of the way, we now study some specific nonlinear 
boundary value problems. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be a real number, let a(t) and B(t) be two given functions 
in S, and assume there exists a constant a,, > 0 such that a(t) > “0 a.e. on 
[0,27r]. Consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
-f “P) - Af (t) + 4)[f m3 = B(t), 0 < t < 2?r, 
f (0) = f (WY f ‘(0) = f ‘(27r). 
We will use Theorem 15 to study this problem. 
Let N,: Ip[O, 2?r]--* S be defined by 
(48) 
Kf (4 = 4[f MS - BW f E H’[O, 2771. 
Then (48) can be written as Lf - Af + Nlf = 0. Now condition (i) in Theo- 
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rem 15 is a consequence of the fact that G(x) = x3 is monotone increasing on 
the real line, while (ii) follows because HI-convergence implies uniform con- 
vergence on [0,2~] and (iii) holds with s(R) = 11 a! 11 R3 + II/3 I/. Also, for 
f e ZP[O, 23-r] we have 
1” WI2 & < [Jo2’ [f(t)]4 qi2 (2~)“2, 
so 
$ llfll” < ; In +)[f @)I4 dt, 
and hence, 
Wlf,f) - A Ilf II2 a 6%/274 llfll” - A Ilfll” - II B II Ilf II* (4% 
By Theorem 15 we conclude that (48) is solvable for h > 0 and is uniquely 
solvable for X < 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let G: R ---f R be a function which is continuous and monotone 
increasing on R, and assume there exist constants x,, > 0 and AZ,, > 0 such that 
G(x)/x 2 Mo for all I x I 3 x0 , 
For a real number a and a given function p E L2[0, 2771, we consider the boundary 
value problem 
-f”(t) + af’(t) + G(fW = B(t), 0 < t < 2?i-, 
f(O) = f@7), f’(0) = f’(24. 
(50) 
Theorem 12 can be applied to this problem. 
Let 
WV = {fe ~P,W I f(O) = few, 
W(t) = af’W + G(f(tN - B(t)- 
Then Eq. (50) becomes Lf + Nf = 0. For f E .9(N) and g E 9(N) we have 
and 
j-02rf’(t)f(t) dt = &f(t)2]; = 0 
s 2a [f’(t) - kwlLf(~) - g(t)1 fit = 07 0 
(51) 
(52) 
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and the latter result implies that N is monotone. Condition (ii) of Theorem 12 
follows from a uniform convergence argument, while condition (iii) holds with 
To check condition (iv), take any f~ 9(N) and let D and E be the subsets of 
[0,2~] where If(t)] is >x, and <x0, respectively. Setting Ml = maxlzls,, I G(x)l, 
we have 
0 < 
s 
f(t)” dt < 2?7x,2 
E 
and hence, 
= MO [llfl12 - SEf(t)’ d’] + s, WWf(t> d  
Therefore, 
> MO 11 f iI2 - 2~Moxo2 - 27rM,x, . 
(Nf,f> 3 MO Ilfll” - 277M902 - 7544x0 - II B II llfll (53) 
for allf E 9(N). By Th eorem 12 we conclude that (50) has at least one solution. 
In addition, if G is strictly increasing, then (50) is uniquely solvable. 
Examples of functions G satisfying our conditions are given by G(x) = x + ex 
and G(x) = x21+1 where i is a nonnegative integer. These functions are both 
strictly increasing, so the associated nonlinear boundary value problems are 
uniquely solvable. The function 
x- 1, x 3 1, 
G(x) = ! 0, -1 < x < 1, 
x+ 1, x < -1, 
satisfies our conditions with x0 = 2 and MO = l/2. However, in case /l(t) 3 0 
the constant functions f(t) = c with -1 < c < 1 are all solutions of the 
associated boundary value problem (SO). 
505/28/1-7 
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We now present an application of the methods of the paper to the problem 
of forced oscillations in a LiCnard equation [22]. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let G: R’ --+ [w be a continuously differentiable function, let 
a be a real number, and let /3 EL~[O, 27r] b e a g iven function with l: ,3((t) dt = 0. 
We consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
If we set 
-w) = {fEWO, 2771 If(O) =f(W), Nf = --G’(f)f’ - af +B, 
then (54) can be replaced by the equation Lf + Nf = 0. 
We apply our ideas with m = 0. Then S, = M(L) = (l), and the projection 
P: S + So is given by 
Pf (t) = & J-oz‘f(4 4 0 < t < 277, 
for all f E S. Note that 
PLf =LPf =o for all f E .9(L). (55) 
Take any fs .9(N). Choose Ma > 0 such that [f (t)l < M,, for all t E [0,2?r], 
and then choose Ml > 0 such that 1 G’(t)\ < Ml for all t E [-M,, M,,]. If 
0 < t, < t, < *** < t, < 27~ is any partition of [O, 2~1, then by the mean value 
theorem 
gl I G(f (tr)) - G(f (ti-41 < M, $I If (ti) - f (ti-Jl. 
This implies that G(f (t)) is absolutely continuous on [0,27;], and hence, 
6” G’(f (t))f’(t) dt = G(f (t))]; = 0 
Similarly, if we set G,(t) = ji sG’(s) ds, then 
for all f Eg(N). (56) 
I” G’(fWf’(t)f(t) dt = WV))]; = 0 for all f E%,N). (57) 
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From (56) it follows that 
PNf = -aPf for all f e Q(N). (58) 
The auxiliary and bifurcation equations associated with (54) are 
f+KNf=Pf=f*, 
PNf = -af * = 0. 
We first consider the case a # 0, so f * = 0 in the birfurcation equation. To 
show that (54) is solvable, it is sufficient to show that the modified auxiliary 
equation 
u + JN(J*u) = 0 
is solvable. We will use Lemma 1. 
Let Z’,,: S + S be the operator defined by T,,u = JN(J*u). Clearly N is 
continuous from 9(N) under the H1-topology to S under the L2-topology, and 
it is easily verified that if f E 9(N) with 1 f II < R, then 
II Nf II G R pg I V)l + I a I CW1/2 R + II S II. 
It follows that T,, is completely continuous on S under the L2-topology. More- 
over, by (57) we have for each II E S that 
(Tou, u) = (NJ*4 J*u) 
= --a II J*u II2 + (B, J*4 
> --a II J*u II2 - II B II II u Il. 
If a < 0, then (T,u, U) >, - II u /I2 for I/ u j/ = II /I I]. On the other hand, if 
0 < a < 1, then we can choose R > 0 such that a + /I /31//R < 1, and in this 
situation we have (T,,u, u) > - I] u iI2 for I] u I] = R. By Lemma 1 we conclude 
that the modified auxiliary equation is solvable in case a < 0 or 0 < a < 1. 
In the case a = 0 the bifurcation equation reduces to 0 = 0, so we can choose 
f * to be any constant. If we set f * = 0, then the above argument shows that 
the associated auxiliary equation has at least one solution. 
Summarizing these various cases, we have shown that the nonlinear boundary 
value problem (54) has at least one solution provided a < 1. 
We now study another example of a second-order differential operator 
L = TT*. Let S = L2[0, l] and let 
WA = {f E H2[0, 11 If(O) =f(l) = 01, Lf = -f “. 
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Clearly J(L) - {0} and W(L) = S. Th e ei ‘g envalues ofL are given by hi = i%?, 
i = 1, 2,..., with corresponding eigenfunctions 
c#Q(~) = 21j2 sin kt, i = 1, 2,..., 
and the operator H = L-l has the integral representation 
Hf(t) = (1 - t) /st K&) ds + t jtl (1 - s)f(s) ds, O<t<l, (59) 
for all f E S. 
Let T be the first-order differential operator defined by 
-w) = ffw, 11, Tf = f’. 
It can be shown that the adjoint T* is given by 
g(T*) = tf E WO, 11 If(o) =f (1) = Oh T*f = -f’, 
and that L = TT*. Also, the operators J1 and J1* have the integral representa- 
tions 
Jlf (t) = 6 W> s) f 0) ds, O<t<1, (60) 
for all f E &Z(T) = S where 
and 
J1Y (t) = Jzf (t) = s,’ G(C S)f (s) dh o<t<1, (62) 
for all f E B(T*) = (l)‘- where 
Finally, for f E W(T*) we have 
I Jl*f(t)I < max [J’%k SY q2 Ilf II = 4 Ilf II? o<t<1 0 
and hence, 
(63) 
I Jl*f II < Yl Ilf II = s llf II for all f E g(T*). (64) 
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EXAMPLE 4. Consider the following nonlinear boundary value problem 
[ll, p. 2701: 
f”(t) + hfW3 = B(t)9 o<t<1, 
f(O) =fU> = 0, 
(65) 
where A is a constant and fi eL2[0, I]. Setting 
WV = ife WI 11 If(O) = f(l) = 01, Nf = -hf3 +A 
we can replace (65) by the operator equation Lf + Nf = 0. Now M(L) = (01, 
and consequently, if we use m = 0, then there is no bifurcation equation to 
consider, and the solvability of (65) reduces to the solvability of the modified 
auxiliary equation 
u + JN(J*u) = 0. 
We apply the ideas of Theorem 2. Let T,: S + S be defined by T,u = 
-JN(J*u). Suppose u E S with 11 u 11 < R. Then 
and finally 
II JN(J*u)lI G II Jll II NU*u)lI 
G WXl X I (#I3 R3 + II B Ill. 
Let R > 0 be selected such that I h I (3)” R3 + Ij /3 1) < nR or 
II B II < VR - I h I W” R3. (66) 
Given either 1 h 1 or 1) fl I), the maximum value of the other can be determined 
in order that (66) is valid for some R > 0. Whenever there exist A, fi, and R 
such that (66) is true, then we get a fixed point of Tl in the ball // u // < R by 
Schauder’s fixed point theorem. We conclude that the nonlinear boundary 
value problem (65) has at least one solution if X and /3 are such that (66) is 
solvable for some R > 0. 
For example, if h = 1, then (66) reduces to II/3 II < y%(R) where 3(R) = 
?rR - (8)” R3. But 
~;g $(R) = #((8~+‘~/9) = 4+2~+‘~/27 = 1.166, 
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and hence, for X = 1 Eq. (65) has at least one solution provided [I ,!I I[ < 1.166. 
As a final example we consider a fourth-order boundary value problem. 
EXAMPLE 5. In 5’ =L2[u, b] let L be the fourth-order differential operator 
defined by 
.9(L) = (fE Hqz, b] I f(a) = f’(u) = f(b) = f’(b) = O}, Lf = f (4’. 
Then L = TT* where T and T* are the second-order differential operators 
given by 
9(T) = lP[a, b], Tf =f”, 
and 
9(T*) = {f E H2[a, b] 1 f(a) = f ‘(a) = f (b) = f’(b) = 0}, T*f = f ‘I. 
For an operator N: 9(T*) + S we can apply the ideas of this paper to study 
the boundary value problem Lf + Nf = 0. 
The operator L in this example is the biharmonic operator in one variable 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The multidimensional version of L and 
the corresponding decomposition L = TT* were used by Dunninger and 
Locker [9] to study nonlinear problems involving the biharmonic operator 
and monotone perturbations. In view of the important role played by the 
biharmonic operator in elasticity, it would be of interest to consider additional 
models of the biharmonic operator with different boundary conditions. An 
interesting example is provided by the case when the boundary conditions are 
du = 0 and a&)/&z = 0 on the boundary of a smooth bounded domain in W. 
13. REMARKS 
1. One of the original objectives of this paper was to develop a theory 
which allowed the domain of Nto be smaller than all of S. It appears that it would 
also be advantageous to allow the range of N to be larger than S. Under these 
circumstances we would have an auxiliary equation of the type 
f +KNf =f*, 
where N: B(N) 3 9(T*) + X 3 S. In this connection it might be interesting 
to utilize the ideas of Amann [l] in considering nonlinear Hammerstein equa- 
tions of the above type. He considers equations of this type with N: X* -+ X 
where X is a real Banach space and K: X + X* is compact and positive definite. 
The spaces X and X* are such that 
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(i) X* C S C X algebraically and topologically, 
(ii) (u, w) = (u, r~) where (u, r~) is the pairing between u E X* and 
v E S, and 
(iii) S is dense in X. 
A question that arises is the extension of the operator K arising in the auxiliary 
equation to the space X (see related ideas in Vainberg [30]). 
2. Another important question arises in the case when (I + KIV-1 is 
multivalued. A typical example would be that hypothesis (i) of Theorem 16 is 
not satisfied, but alternative hypotheses are available as in Theorem 3. This 
gives rise to the following two problems: 
(a) Under what hypotheses on N do we get the upper semicontinuity 
of PN(.Z + KiV)-l: S,, -+ S,, in order to be able to apply the results from the 
Leray-Schauder theory for multivalued mappings [4, p. 466]? 
(b) Is it possible to obtain a continuous single-valued selection of 
(I + KN)-1 under suitable hypotheses on N? 
3. Of particular interest is the question of applying the techniques of the 
paper to nonlinear partial differential equations. Two interesting linear differen- 
tial operators L are the following: 
(a) If Lu = -Au with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a smooth bounded 
domain in W, we can take for T the divergence operator and for T* the negative 
of the gradient operator together with the boundary conditions (see [16, p. 253). 
(b) If Lu = AAu, then we have the case of zero being an eigenvalue of 
infinite multiplicity when the boundary conditions on some smooth bounded 
domain in IP are Au = 0 and a(Au)/&z = 0. This case is particularly interesting 
since the bifurcation equation is now infinite-dimensional. 
4. The explicit nature of J and J*, as opposed to the square root decom- 
position of K, gives rise to the question of constructive methods for the solution 
of the nonlinear boundary value problem. In this connection we mention the 
work of Cesari [6] in obtaining error bounds for the difference between an 
exact solution and an approximate solution. See also the work of Banfi and 
Casadei [3] and Sanchez [28]. 
5. In Theorem 5 we obtain an estimate for 1 f In in terms of /If * // where f 
is the unique solution of the auxiliary equation corresponding to f * E S, . 
Theorem 6 also gives such an estimate. Hence, if one has a priori estimates 
for the solutions of the bifurcation equation, then similar estimates are obtained 
for the auxiliary equation. Since every solution of the nonlinear boundary value 
problem is a solution of the auxiliary equation, we can reduce the study of the 
nonlinear boundary value problem to a suitable ball in S. 
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6. We have studied differential operators L which admit a decomposition 
of the type TT*. A natural question is to characterize the linear differential 
operators which admit such a decomposition. 
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